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ABSTRACT

Rolling noise emitted by railway wheels is considered an important pollutant that affects human
health and restricts the development of the railway network. The mitigation of noise radiation
associated with design changes on the wheel web is discussed in this work, focusing on geometric
modifications in already manufactured wheels in the form of a perforation distribution over the
web, which is regarded as a short-term, cost effective solution. The procedure presented is based
on an genetic algorithm optimization methodology considering the minimization of an objective
function directly related with the overall wheel radiated sound power. Vibration dynamics are
modelled through the Finite Element Method using a modal approach [1] while sound radiation is
computed using the formulation developed in [2].

The results reflect that an optimized distribution of perforations on the web of a railway wheel can
effectively minimize wheel noise radiation, the main mitigation mechanism being the shift of relevant
wheel vibration modes to other frequencies where they are less excited by the existent contact forces
[3]. The work also explores the effectiveness of the methodology presented for different wheel web
cross-sectional curvatures, suggesting that it can strongly influence the noise mitigation effects of
the optimised perforation patterns.
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